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mary macpherson: welcome to the conversation
With all due respect to Super Tuesday, Mardi Gras and the Washington Capitals, this is where it's really happening tonight. That's because you are here—over 1,100 netpreneurs. This place is rocking.
I'm Mary MacPherson, Executive Director of the Morino Institute's netpreneur.org—a place where New Economy entrepreneurs come to learn, collaborate, grow their businesses and be inspired.
On behalf of our event partners, it's my great pleasure to welcome you to our program tonight and thank you for coming. We hope you enjoyed the reception and that you will stay for dessert, coffee and more networking afterwards. Our event producers tonight are the Morino Institute and UUNET Technology's new Head Start program, an accelerator program for Internet businesses which should be important to a lot of you in the audience tonight.
Our lead partner is one of our community's great success stories, Blackboard, Inc., an Internet education company whose software products and Web services are powering more than 1,600 educational institutions and other organizations in every state and more than 70 countries. We'd also like to acknowledge our community partners: America Online—the largest ISP and media company; Network Solutions—yesterday "the dot.com company," today the $21 billion dot.com company after being acquired by Verisign; The Staubach Company—the workplace solution company; the law firm of Hunton & Williams; and venture capital and technology practice Steve Walker & Associates, which provides seed and startup capital and advice.
The Morino Institute and the netpreneur.org team are grateful for the generous support and help from UUNET, Blackboard and our community partners. They have shown that they truly "get it" by stepping up with their show of support for the netpreneur community through tonight's event. Let's give them a big hand.
Welcome, also, to those of you who are joining us live via the Webcast. We are here in Washington, DC.
For those of you who have not been with us before, and there are hundreds of you, we'll have an edited transcript and video of tonight's event up on our Web site.
Since our very first mega-event in June of 1997, The Barons of the Beltway, we have had The Stars of Telecom, The Stars Of E-Commerce, Angels & Revolutionaries and, last June, you filled this room for From Garage To Gorilla to hear Ted Leonsis and Marc Andreessen talk about building businesses. Who could have imagined that the gorilla would go on to become AOL Time Warner, the Godzilla of the industry, in just a few short months. You can find summaries, transcripts and videos of those meetings in our event archives.
Our earlier events featured entrepreneurs who built technology giants out of their garages. Tonight's characters—and, as you will see, they are characters—remind us that our world is changing at blinding speed. The momentum of this change presents gold mines for some and land mines for others. Are you listening? If you are, you will hear the voices, and those voices will be talking in a language that is natural, open, honest, funny, direct and sometimes shocking. As this conversation unfolds, you will find unprecedented opportunity for starting and growing your businesses.
Before I introduce our next speaker, I'd like to take care of some thank yous. First, thanks to the 35 netpreneurs who volunteered to help us tonight. We would also like to acknowledge all of the companies, groups, schools, individuals and media outlets who helped us get the word out for this event, I would also like to thank our friends at TVontheWeb and AV Innovations for tonight's Webcast production. Last, but certainly not least, I'd like to thank my colleagues on the Morino Institute's netpreneur.org team.
We are fortunate, tonight, to have Chris Locke and David Weinberger, two of the four authors of the Cluetrain Manifesto, with us, as well as Tom Petzinger Jr., lately of the Wall Street Journal, as our moderator. Following their remarks and discussion, we'll take questions from the floor and from the Webcast audience. We'll end the program with closing remarks from a person who has inspired many of us in this room, the chairman of the Morino Institute, Mario Morino.
It's now my pleasure to introduce Peter VanCamp, President of Internet Markets for UUNET, an MCI WorldCom company. Peter assumed this role a year ago and oversees global sales, marketing products and customer support. Previously, he was president of MCI WorldCom Advanced Networks, the company's integrated network services division; and, prior to that, he was with CompuServe for 16 years and named President of CompuServe Network Services in 1996. Please join me in welcoming Peter VanCamp.
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peter vancamp: getting a head start
Thank you Mary, and thank you Mario. It's certainly a pleasure to be here since UUNET is both a sponsor and a strong supporter of the Morino Institute. Actually, even as the sponsor, I had no idea this was really a party. I thought it was a "serious" conference, but I think we are going to have a lot of fun tonight.
Just a few opening comments before introducing our moderator. You are all here because the Internet revolution is changing everything, particularly the way business is conducted today. It's happening in many forms, as seen by the number of folks in this room. It's creating many opportunities for all of us, yet something UUNET learned a long time ago in pursuit of these opportunities is that relationships are extremely important. The right ones can make all the difference between success and failure. Certainly, the Morino Institute's efforts to pull together functions like this is something we believe in strongly and appreciate. We understand it deeply. UUNET reflects this in its heritage as a startup. Key relationships along the way took that startup to a $4 billion Internet services concern, one that greatly respects the importance of innovation and which greatly respects the opportunities that many of you can bring to the Internet future. In that spirit, we have created a program called Head Start. Head Start is about seeing success for these emerging companies and allowing you to take advantage of what UUNET is about. It's about flexibility and billing programs to get you started. It's about the support of the right services, from broadband technologies to co-location to international reach in how you take your products and services to market. We want to be there and provide our services in such a way that enables your success. All this, and we don't want to control your company. We don't want to have a strong influence on your strategy; we just want to see you succeed and get to market as quickly as possible. With Head Start behind that, we are eager to hear from all of you about how you might be able to play a role with UUNET.
Enough of that as a commercial. What I really would like to do is get to the main point—the end of business as usual—and that's the reality that UUNET certainly understands. I'm pleased to introduce our moderator, Thomas Petzinger, Jr. From 1995 to 1999, Tom wrote the Wall Street Journal column called "The Front Lines." It was a weekly case study in entrepreneurship and cutting-edge management thinking. Tom is also the author of three books, most recently The New Pioneers: The Men and Women Who are Transforming the Workplace and Marketplace.
Beyond these qualifications, tonight I'm learning that Tom is a varied and accomplished guy. His proudest moment as a journalist was at age 19 when he interviewed the great novelist Vladimir Nabokov. As an adult, however, his proudest journalistic experience was spending an entire day on a tour bus with the Go Go's. I also understand that he continually dabbles in subjects that he has absolutely no training in, everything from architecture to economics to anthropology. He has even completed three marathons, albeit somewhat slowly, as I understand. Tom wrote the forward to the Cluetrain Manifesto, so he is the perfect moderator for this evening's event. Please help me welcome Tom Petzinger, Jr.
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tom petzinger, jr.: from zero sum, to zero-to-sixty
Thank you, Peter, and thank you, Mary. What a pleasure to be here. Thanks to the Cluetrain authors for letting me jump on their caboose. Actually, I wrote about them before the book was published, so maybe I was the engine after all.
I lived in Washington until five years ago. I lived in a converted brownstone at U Street and Florida Avenue. We lost our shirts on it. That was five years ago. I understand that U Street is red hot now. I have lost money on every piece of real estate I ever owned.
Washington has changed in some other pretty interesting ways since I left five years ago. Let the record show that right about now the exit polls are being released and the coolest people in the nation's capital are not in front of CNN.
Let me filibuster for just a few minutes before I bring up our real participants to tell you the story of how one reporter from the "paper of record for the Fortune 500" found the New Economy. I'm from a town in northeastern Ohio called Youngstown. Go Penguins! Youngstown, you may know, is, or was, famous for the manufacture of a substance known as steel. That's s-t-e-e-l, for anyone who isn't familiar with it. I killed off the steel industry as a young reporter in Youngstown. What was the story of the steel industry as it was collapsing in those days? It was the story of labor versus management. Every dollar in the steelworkers' pockets was a dollar directly out of the shareholders' pockets. Every ton of steel that someone purchased in Japan was an exactly equivalent loss of value or wealth within the US.
I was covering this economic debacle 22 years ago, and that got me a job at the Wall Street Journal in Pittsburgh where they put me on the coal beat. You might remember coal, also. I covered one of the longest labor strikes in history. Again, it was a dollar in the miners' pockets or a dollar in the operators' pockets. Then the Journal moved me to Chicago to cover agriculture. Do you remember the family farm? It died on my beat. I was ostensibly there to cover the commodity markets, which are the ultimate zero sum game. In the commodity markets, at the end of the day, trillions of dollars worth of face value are literally netted out at zero.
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Then I went to Houston. Oil prices were $40 a barrel when I got there. Of course, I bought a house, pegged to oil at $40 a barrel. They were $9 a barrel when I left. If it wasn't enough to have killed off the oil patch, I also covered the airline industry. Do you remember Frank Lorenzo? He was on my beat. Of course, this was the 1980s and it was all about takeovers, right? Who's in control of the corporate asset? Talk about another zero sum game—the white knight, the suitor, the target. While I was in Houston, I also covered the largest bankruptcy in corporate history, Texaco's. If you have ever covered or been through a bankruptcy, you know that it's about nothing but dividing a pie—a pie that gets smaller as time passes.
Then I came to our nation's capital. If you want to know why George Bush was a one-term president, it's because that's when I was here. The real truth was that after 15 or 16 years of doing this, and I don't mean to over-dramatize it, I had a little bit of an intellectual crisis. Whoa! Sixteen years of writing about business for the nation's best newspaper, certainly the newspaper of record for business, and I didn't know anything about how wealth was created. I knew a lot about the control of wealth, like who's got it, who has the dollar underneath the shell, but how was it created? In this world where the most powerful force is entropy, how are phenomena like Michael Jordan created? How is value created? How is wealth created when, from my experience, all people seem to do is fight over what somebody else created?
So I invented an assignment for myself, a column called "The Front Lines." The intention was to find out who is really out there on the front lines doing things that make the world better, that keep us fed, that keep us clothed, keep us happy and keep us in real estate so we can lose our shirts. Instead of talking to the CEOs and the analysts—the people who mostly do a lot of officiating and analyzing—I decided to talk to the scientists sitting at benches and the salespeople who actually had the nerve to sit down, have a conversation with a customer and ask, "What do you need and how can we provide it?"
Some themes became evident in this reporting. One was that the institution we call "the organization," a thing inside some boundaries . . .well . . . the boundaries were thinning. Boundaries are important for creating an inside and an outside. They are important for creating identities, but, in nature, which invented boundaries, all boundaries are permeable. The shell of an egg emits a lot of oxygen, but the organizations I had covered in those years marching from one disaster to another were hard-shelled organizations. Certainly, I experienced it as a reporter where queries only went to the media relations person. Far be it from me to talk to anyone on the shop floor or in the mine itself! And sales were always conducted by the sales organization.
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Among the organizations that were truly creating value, however, I was finding that the people within those organizations weren't locked up inside. They were actually out in the real world, and they were having conversations about creating value. I'd never really witnessed this before. I went to a microchip plant, a maker of gallium arsenide chips in suburban New York. Do you know who the salespeople were at this firm? The engineers. They sat down at a bench next to a customer and said, "Let's figure out how to solve this problem." I went to rural Montana—I guess all of Montana is rural; that's about like saying I went to urban Pittsburgh—where I spent some time with the folks at Great Harvest Bread Co. This is a franchise operation which is so cross-linked and Web-linked that it looks like the Internet itself inside that organization. What's more, each of the franchisees is a node that is sucking up information from customers, sharing it with other franchisees and innovating on the basis of that information. Things that work spread, and the things that don't work tend to dampen out. It kind of sounds a lot like evolution, which is what created us in the end, doesn't it?
There was also the matter of the boundary between myself and my readers. I had been at a large newspaper for a long time. I decided one day to put my email address at the end of my column. With six million readers and two million copies of that email address, I braced myself. Man, I got a lot of email. You know what, though? It was virtually all incredibly intelligent, thoughtful and well-written—with the occasional flame, but you need that to make life interesting. I answered every one of those emails, even if it was just a sentence saying, "I really appreciate your thoughts. Keep them coming." People who appreciated the response wrote back, and I wrote back to them and a dialogue began. It actually shaped how I began to write the column. The boundary between my readers and me had begun to dissolve. All of these readers were eyes and ears for me; they were my scouts. That's how I started getting my best stories. Then, one day, one of them told me to go to this Web site Cluetrain.com. I went, and I read these so-called 95 theses—hardly pretentious at all—The 95 Theses of The World Wide Web, including the following examples:
Number 1: Markets are conversations.
Number 2: Markets consist of human beings, not demographic sectors.
Number 3: Conversations among human beings sound human. They are conducted in a human voice.
Number 15: In just a few more years, the current homogenized voice of business, the sound of mission statements and brochures, will seem as contrived and artificial as the language of the 18th century French court.
Number 20: Companies need to realize that their markets are often laughing at them.
Number 53: There are two conversations going on, one inside the company, one with the market.
Number 56: These two conversations want to talk to each other. They are speaking the same language. They recognize each other's voices.
Number 82: Your product broke? Why? We'd like to ask the guy who made it. Your corporate strategy makes no sense. We'd like to have a chat with your CEO. What do you mean she's not in?
Number 84: We know some people from your company. They're pretty cool online. Do you have any more like that you are hiding? Can they come out and play?
 
So, just who were these guys who wrote the Cluetrain Manifesto? Two of the four are with us tonight, and let me first introduce Christopher Locke. What it doesn't say in his official bio is that perhaps his greatest accomplishment, other than family and this book, is the creation of a doppelganger, a complete alternate personality called RageBoy.
Chris is not insane; he is just weird. He publishes a newsletter called Entropy Gradient Reversals, which really resonated with me, as I thought about where value comes from in a universe governed by entropy. He is a Web denizen from way back. His 9-year-old daughter thought that he was so intimate with his computer and spent so much time with it that she began to refer to his computer as Monitor Lewinski. Chris was the guy who, when growing up in Washington, as I understand it, was invited to the White House Easter egg hunt and blew it off. True story. Not too much later, while living outside of Washington, he actually made it here for the March on Washington with his girlfriend. Don't clap too soon, however, because he used the opportunity to spend all day in a hotel room. This is his first gig in Washington to which he has actually shown up. Christopher Locke.
chris locke: in alien ground
People of earth, we come in peace!
I have always wanted to do that.
I want to start with a funny story about stereotyping because David Weinberger and I had this great radio interview this afternoon with Richard Littman of Great Ideas Radio on business radio WWRC AM 570.
I arrived at this address by cab and went into the lobby. There is no directory or anything, but there was a guy at the reception desk on the phone. There is an open elevator, but I'm wondering whether I should get on it. I don't know where I'm going, so I stood there, going and back and forth from one foot to the other until he got off the phone. He said, "Second floor." I got on the elevator and went up to the second floor thinking, "How did he know?" I got to the second floor, walked all the way around and there was nothing there except an alcohol and drug rehab center. I came back down and said, "No, I'm here for a radio interview." Must have been my ponytail. Well, it's behind me, like my career.
We are all pretty strange people. We live in a split apart world where you hear people talking about 'my job' and 'my life' as if those were two different things. Here's a clue: if you are doing something that you don't feel is your life, if you are doing it for money, stop doing it. That's really insane.
Do you know Joe Bob Briggs? He does this "drive-in movies will never die" schtick. I'm know I'm chewing up my time here, but I was reading his newsletter once and he said, "Here's how to get financially independent." Most people think you save up your money, then you get to a point where you can quit your job. He says that's all wrong. Here's what you do. You walk into your boss and you say, "I quit." Then you get financially independent. I thought those were words of wisdom from Joe Bob.
Let's go back, because the thing about being split between mind and body—this is Cartesian dualism, putting Descartes before the horse. You have been there, right? We have this with commerce, too. We have it in our whole society. The whole economy of the world is driven by commerce, yet, when you talk to people, no matter who they are, there is this notion of filthy lucre lurking someplace in the background. There is this idea that commerce is not like literature, it's not really legitimate. There is something wrong with that because it's what we spend most of our lives doing.
Cluetrain came out of thinking about the Internet and thinking about the way the Internet was being talked about in the press—the fact that the big debate was whether it was going to be $4 trillion of E-commerce by 2003 or $3 trillion by 2004. That was the extent of the analysis. We were thinking, "You know, there is something there. There is something wrong with the fact that there is no qualitative discussion about what's different here." It's more fundamental than E-commerce.
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What is commerce?
I started flashing back. What was commerce like back around the Neolithic campfires? People made stuff, they bartered it, they traded it. By the time you get to the dawn of civilization, you have trade routes coming together where people are bringing back weird shit from the East, you know, like parrots, monkeys and snakes. There is a whole list in the book; it took us a long time to write that part. People went to the market not to buy snakes and monkeys, but to hear stories about where they came from. You went to the marketplace to hear stories from vendors, but also to talk with each other. You didn't just say, "Let's see I need a dozen eggs and a pound of coffee, so I guess I'll go down to the market." You went down to the market because the market was what was happening. All of the news and information, the entertainment, it was all there. Language grew up there, and civilization grew up at this crossroads. There was no separation, at that point, between commerce and culture. Strangely, significantly and revolutionarily, if that's a word, the Internet brings that potential back in the 21st Century. Nobody was picking up on that story, the fact that we could talk to each other directly again.
David Weinberger will talk about what happened next, but what I want to say is that from that ancient marketplace things started to get more distant and separate, and for obvious reasons. Mercantile trade started to cross large distances, from the craftsmen you move to the factory and mass production. Fast forward to the Industrial Revolution. It had two parts. The first part was sort of figuring out interchangeable parts and steam and waterwheels and stuff like that. The second part, what we call the Second Industrial Revolution really started with two dudes, Frederick Taylor—who I hate; I know the guy is dead, but if he was still alive I think I would find him and throttle him—and Henry Ford, who they thought was a communist, strangely enough, because he wanted to pay people five bucks a day.
The point is, you started with interchangeable parts and moved to interchangeable workers through the assembly line. Then you had to sell all this stuff, so we developed broadcasting and broadcast advertising, which was really what broadcasting was all about, and that's about interchangeable consumers. You can see that there is a progression here, except that we are the end of the progression.
It was great for business. From Ford's day through the early 1970s was the heyday of mass production, sometimes called economies of scale because, if you could lower the unit price and sell more widgets to more people, you won, right? That's how mass production functioned. It was a hegemony of a closed United States, and certain big players had a lock on it. What's interesting about advertising is that, in order to sell more of those products, you wanted to reach the widest possible audience, so you needed the lowest common denominator of message. You didn't want to have really unique messaging; instead, you wanted to please all of the people all of the time, if it was possible. You had this very vanilla sort of mass advertising to sell mass-marketed products.
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Something happened around 1970, the period in which Tom was reporting in some of the industrial cities that he mentioned. It was the dawning of the global economy, which simply meant that we had bombed the shit out of any potential industrial competitors in World War II—that's not really a political comment, just a fact—but they had recovered. Who knew? They weren't supposed to be able to rebuild, but they did. Germany, Japan, Europe, Southeast Asia all of a sudden started coming into our markets and taking little niches, little positions here and there. General Motors, for instance saw Volkswagens and Hondas and said, "Oh, those are just for students." Interestingly, notice that they said that about the Internet, too.
All of these little niches came in from the edges, and, all of a sudden, you had an explosion of product options. Later, you had an explosion of service options as well, and the market loved it. Wow, you have all these choices! Those American companies said, "Buy American, and be loyal." We said, "Yeah, right. The music sounds better, the car handles better, the ashtray doesn't fall off, the gas tank doesn't blow up . . . we like that."
Another thing that happened because of that was there was a tremendous need for new knowledge. In Henry Ford's day, he knew everything that went into the car. Everything. He just cut work orders that went down through tiered layers of lieutenants to drive production down to interchangeable monkeys who could do the Tayloristic processes. That wasn't possible after you got all this competition, because you needed tremendous process knowledge and you needed innovation. That wasn't in the boardroom; it was in the work force, and it needed to be pulled up into the organization. Hierarchical command and control bureaucracies were not good for doing that, however.
Guess what is good for doing that? Networks are tremendous ways to pull that knowledge into an organization and make if more functional. David is going to talk about how we came to say that there are two conversations going on—one inside the company, one in the marketplace—and how these conversations are integral. It's a healthy thing for them to come together, but corporations have been, in effect, like the Berlin Wall, preventing the two from connecting. We don't want these people inside the company talking because PR hasn't vetted their stuff. We haven't sterilized it yet. But you need them to talk because that's where you are going to get your new ideas from—the people inside. You are also going to get those ideas from people outside.
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There is great resistance to this within the corporation because it abridges the long-standing habits of power, and those habits are very deeply ingrained. In the marketplace, the effect has been to create this vanilla broadcast messaging that drives everything in our culture.
The content—I have this great story about the word "content." I used to go to these Catskill Mountain auctions. The auctioneer had a great sense of humor. Every once in a while he would grab a box of something, loft it over his head so you couldn't see what was in it and say, "What am I offered for this box of contents?" Every time I hear the word "content," I think about that guy who really captured the essence of what "content" is all about. Sometimes you get a box of rocks that way. Anyway, we have had content like television and mass media of all sorts, the main point of which was not the content, it was the carrier wave for advertising that said, "Buy our great shit. It's great shit. It's fantastic shit." We have never been able to say, "Yeah, but it's shit." Now we can say that. And we can also say, "No, it's actually great. It's really a good one of those things." Once in a blue moon, anyway.
The Internet comes along at an interesting historical moment. The Internet didn't create those trends up to this point; it just happened to co-evolve in a magical way. DARPA did not think, "How can we totally f*** up the global economy?" I don't think they were that advanced. If I had been there, I would have helped them accelerate it a little bit.
The Internet comes along just at the right moment when you need to draw as much knowledge as you possibly can out of workers at every level of the organization. It comes at a time when consumers—there is a word I was never going to use again, "consumers"—in every other sphere of life have gotten tremendous breadth of choice, warmed to it and demonstrated their liking for it. In terms of information, however, we are still giving them ads and sitcoms.
The Net was embraced not because Marc Andreessen came up with the graphical user interface (GUI) which you'll hear a lot of people call the big watershed of the Internet since you could now click on pictures. I don't think so. I remember installing this stuff back in 1994 and 1995, and it was not easy. There were hurdles to leap and people leaped them.
The reason for the "hockey stick" style growth of the Internet and the Web, I really believe, was because here was something different. There was a delta from television. It's like slow TV, at best. I mean really slow TV, so that wasn't it. Getting pictures wasn't the draw; you can get pictures on TV a lot quicker than on a 56K modem. It was because we could connect with each other. We could hear what we were saying for the first time. It was never true that The New York Times printed "all the news that's fit to print." Everybody knows that. By the way, Tom Petzinger didn't make me say that; it's not a Wall Street Journal comment. No, there was a tremendous desire to connect with other people who had very specific interests.
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Notice, again, that these are niche markets. In fact, what's going on with the Web, from a market perspective, is that there are micro-markets emerging from the bottom up. Before, business has looked at mass markets from the top down. Still, lots of businesses today are looking down from the top, doing this demographic thinking about who they can "target," right? In 1960, Ted Levitt said that GM never did focus groups to ask the market, "What do you want?" They came up with two product options and asked, "Which one do you like better?" There is a big difference. Demographics is about saying, "Here's what we think they will buy." You design something, then say, "Let's go find out who we can sell it to." You do the market research and ask, "Who are they?" You don't have a clue.
I have done a lot of thinking about Amazon.com; not about its patents, but about books. Think about the people who bought The New Pioneers by Tom Petzinger. Most of them have no idea who they all are and have never spoken to each other. They have no way to speak to each other, but they constitute an emerging micro-market—a very micro micro-market when compared to General Motors—but they could be a very significant market for Tom Petzinger. If he could connect with them, and if they could connect with each other, they might have a lot of very important things to talk about.
It's not even a self-aware market yet. My next book, by the way, will be called "Gonzo Marketing: Winning Through Worst Practices." Look for it. I'm actually serious. It's turning into a serious book, which is sort of freaking me out. But, anyway, I think that the next market is going to be news, information and entertainment from the bottom up. It's going to go to companies and individuals who can coalesce those markets which don't yet exist, but which are going to gravitate and come together around kernels of good writing, good analysis, good insight, good entertainment, good whatever it is that brings people together. That's going to turn over billions, if not trillions, of dollars. In the next five years, something is going to happen again that is as astounding as what we have seen with the Internet in the last five years. It's going to happen with respect to these bottom-up micro-markets emerging with a completely different set of opportunities than what existed in the top-down, broadcast, mass marketing, mass advertising economy that we are leaving. And I think we are leaving it for good. Thanks.
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tom petzinger, jr.: sharing oxygen
I think if somebody did a study of voice on the Internet versus E-commerce dollars on the Internet, they would find that for every dollar spent with a credit card swipe—which is what The Cluetrain Manifesto thinks is how corporate America views the Internet—for every dollar thus spent, there are 10 or maybe 100 "I loveyou's," or "See you later's" or "Go to Hell's." It's conversation, as well as a marketplace.
In my five years of writing "The Front Lines," I went to 35 states and 120 cities. I took pride in never profiling someone unless I went into their space and shared oxygen with them. There were two exceptions to that. One I won't bore you with, the other was with The Cluetrain Manifesto authors. I dialogued with them by email and a little bit by telephone. I got to know them as well through those media, or very nearly as well, as I might have in person. I wrote the forward to their book without ever having met them. In fact, tonight was the first time I met face-to-face with these two individuals, but I feel that not only do I know them and their work, I know their minds a little bit, and their hearts, too.
David Weinberger is somebody I feel as if I knew in advance—somebody I had that deja vu feeling about. When I learned that he does regular commentaries about Web culture and about knowledge on National Public Radio, I immediately remembered three or four different commentaries I had heard that really stayed with me. He had to point out to me that I had quoted him in my book and didn't connect him as a Cluetrain author. It was a quote I had seen in Wired about the future of organization charts.
David comes to the world of the Web at a very high level, from philosophy of all subjects. There is hardly any philosophy here tonight. It's a good thing we don't have any philosophy teachers in the house. What you won't read about David in the flyleaf of the book or in his official bio is that he was the guy who went to Woodstock and said to his girlfriend, "I'll run into you there somewhere." True story. Talk about a massive conversation! As soon as he heard Melanie singing "I've Got A Brand New Pair Of Roller Skates," he decided it was time to get out while there was still time.
He doesn't boast about this fact, but there was also a spell of a couple of years when he wrote comic material for Woody Allen. The last time he saw Woody Allen was at the advance screening of Annie Hall. Allen asked, "What did you think?" and David said, "You know, it's okay. You have trouble figuring out who to root for, but it's okay." Seven Oscars later, that was the last time he saw Woody Allen.
Let me present David Weinberger.
david weinberger: a world turned inside out
Hello. I want to talk about the two conversations. It's what the book is focused on.
There are two conversations going on. One's in the market and one's inside the organization. The market conversation is really interesting because somehow we went from the ancient markets with the figs and the crocodiles—or whatever it was that Chris was talking about—a market that was filled with the sound of human voice and where civilization actually grew up, to the 20th century, now the 21st, when it got turned into "marketing." It got turned into a verb; something that's done to people. Rather than being a place, it's something you do to people, and you do it to them against their will. Doc Searls, one of the co-authors The Cluetrain Manifesto, is the author of the insight and the phrase, "Markets are conversations." That's always been the case, although the conversation has been throttled by contemporary marketing.
We have also gone from customers to consumers. Consumption, which is what we all do, was a disease until the 1920s. Massive consumption was not a good thing. It was people coughing up blood.
The difference between a customer and a consumer is that customers want to talk with you because they are interested in what you are doing. They share a passion. They share your passion for what you are making and selling. Consumers, on the other hand, don't want to hear from you. They want to flee. The last thing they want to do is hear from a marketing person, and that's the case for all of us. What's happened, as Chris said, is we had the Industrial Revolution with replaceable workers using replaceable parts, and now replaceable consumers. Not customers, but consumers, and what gets marketed to consumers are "messages." The only flaw in this is that there is no market for messages.
Nobody wants to hear those messages. We hate them. We flee. We run. The reason we invented the channel changer was not so that we could watch more TV programs, it's so we wouldn't have to watch the ads. We hate messages. An ad comes on, we change channels. If we see a billboard, we look away. All of marketing, however, is aimed at inflicting messages on an unwilling populace. That's why the metaphors of marketing are almost all war metaphors. We have campaigns and targeted marketing. We strive for saturation. These are all warfare metaphors because the fundamental premise of marketing is that the people you are talking with hate you. They don't want to hear from you. We have the whole culture now devoted to acts of war on the people you are trying to convince. The little jingles are supposed to make everybody happy, but it's war. That's why people hate marketers and we all want to flee.
Well, now the markets are networked so we can talk with one another. The ads will still be coming, we are still going to be listening and the jingles are going to be there, but now we are in a position where we can find out the truth about the ads in five minutes. In that sense, the ads aren't as effective anymore. Sure, they affect us, but we can route around them.
I'll give you an example of messages from Rick Levine, our other co-author. There was a Saturn owner who went on USENET and said that after his 15,000 mile check, he got charged $131. The dealership mechanics did a bunch of stuff he didn't think they were supposed to do. "Did I get ripped off?" Actually, he put it a little bit more crudely than that. About 20 messages went back and forth from strangers around the world who chipped in and made jokes, laughing at Saturn. They gave their opinions, until somebody chimed in saying something to the effect of, "I'm doing this on my lunch hour, so I'll be quick. I am a Saturn auto mechanic at a dealership in Toronto and yes, you probably were ripped off, that's a bit high. Here's what our manuals say we should do, here's a site where you can go to check it out on your own, here's what you probably should have paid." Here are a bunch of Saturn owners who can find out instantly whether their service is accurate. If you want to know whether the Saturn ads are right, whether Saturn dealers are humane and everybody is happy and they love their customers, you can find Saturn owners and you will know instantly. You know those advertising campaigns about whether your Maytag washers will break? In two minutes you can find out on the Web whether there is any truth to that advertising.
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The networks are much, much smarter than the companies can be. Here's another automotive example. My brother's Audi—that's the car, not the belly button. Sorry, I probably shouldn't even have been thinking about that—has an alarm system. It used to be that when you opened the trunk, the alarm would go off. One day he noticed that it wasn't going off, so he got a little concerned and took it to the dealer. Two weeks later, the dealer came back and said it's supposed to be that way. Well, clearly it's not, so my brother found a site run by an enthusiast who loves this car. It said that if you are having this problem, check the manufacturer's run on the lock, and, if you have a trunk lock in such-and-such a run, you very likely have an electrical problem. He went back to the dealer who wasn't trying to cheat my brother; he would have been happy to help, he just didn't know. Network markets are smarter than the companies themselves. It's pretty remarkable.
We are in the position of having smart markets that are having conversations full of passion, honesty and jokes—the three values of the Web are passion, honesty and jokes, the three cardinal virtues—which you can compare to the single-minded branding messages coming from companies. The aim of branding is to strangle the conversation so that we'll have nothing to talk about except, "Don't squeeze the Charmin." They don't want to talk with us; they want to stop any conversation and replace it with a branding message.
That's where we are now, but those forces of strangulation can't hold up. Everybody will be on the Web. It will be as common as the telephone, and we will talk and tell one another the truth.
Exactly the same thing is happening inside the organizations through Intranets and email. That's the second conversation. The "undernet"—the set of Web and Internet connections that are made in an organization, despite the corporate Intranet which is pushed down from on high. There is an undernet where people again tell one another the truth about the company. They route around the corporate newsletter that says, "Everything is always happy here. We have no unhappy customers. Our stock is doing great and the products are on time." That's what you get from the newsletter, from the corporate voice of the CEO. Everybody knows it's not true, and now we have a way of finding one another and talking. We can form teams that address the real needs of customers quickly. This is amazing.
We can work with people we like. We don't have to work with the people who are on the org chart. What matters when you form one of these quick teams is you find a group of people you like working with because they are smart, because they know how to make things work, because they are committed, because they are creative and because they are funny, sometimes. Those are the people you choose to work with. You can do things through hyperlinking teams together through the undernet, through the Intranet and through email. How do we form one of these teams? How do we find people we like to work with? We listen to their voice. That's what's emerging on the Web—people's individual voices where they sound like themselves and they talk about what they care about. We can now find those people and work together.
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If you want to see the difference between how things were and how things are, just compare memos to email. We are all trained to write memos exactly the same way. Every one of us who has written a memo—I think there are a number of us who are too young to remember memos, oh you happy few—you write your first memo and the manager who is mentoring you takes you aside and says, "Very good. Try to cut it down from 15 pages to one page. Take out the jokes, make your point in your first paragraph and, oh, by the way, we don't use language like that." All memos sound alike. You sweat over them, you work on them with other people, you show them to other people and, when you think they are going to be okay, you narrowcast them.
Email is a little different. With an email, you bang it out as quickly as you can. You don't even spell check it in most cases. It sounds like you. It's always funny, and sometimes it's devastatingly funny. Then you say to yourself, "Let's see, who should I send this to? I should send it to everybody I know, and I bet the CEO would like to get this." Boom, off it goes. You would never send a memo to the CEO; that's career limiting. How many of you are still in memo cultures? How many of you have written a memo in the past month? Don't be ashamed. Okay, be ashamed. Sorry. That's okay, it's going to get better. I bet, however, that you have written many, many, many more emails than you have written memos, and that's as it should be.
When we go into work we become different people. When we bring our children to "Bring Your Child To Work Day," many of them have been known to hide under the desk crying and wondering where Mommy or Daddy went because we're so different when we get to work. We adopt a very professional attitude. There's a lot of good things to say about professionalism, but one of the bad things to say about it is that all professionals sound alike. It's adopting a pose. You can see this instantly when you go to a trade show and somebody steps into the booth; the people working the booth take on the corporate voice. They are suddenly very professional and nothing can rattle them. They have the spiel, they speak the right words and they are all on message. One of them is a friend of yours, and she steps out and asks, "How did I do?" You don't have the heart to tell her, "You were an asshole!" What happened? Actually, I stole that from Chris' chapter, so thank you, Chris.
We all do it, and there is a reason why. There is a myth of management which runs very deep—management and business are synonymous. We can't separate them in our mind. You can't imagine an unmanaged business, but management has a mythic dimension. It's as if we can control the elements. We make our bargain that if we all agree to be good boys and girls, if we dress right and we stay on message and we do what we are supposed to, then we will be taken care of and everything will be fine. A giant asteroid won't smash into the earth; the CFO won't get sticky fingers and bring our company down in an instant; the government won't issue a recall on our product and the foreign economy won't collapse, taking our business with it. We live in the belief that we can manage our world, manage our lives, manage our environment. It is a peculiarly American, 20th Century delusion. Anybody else, anywhere on the planet, at any other time would say, "What? Are you out of your mind? That's hubris. That's pride. That's arrogance." Do you think you can manage all this and be safe? No. Life really stinks sometimes, and you can't control it. Yet, we make this bargain that we will subdue our voices; we will talk in a nice, rational tone because that allows us to maintain the management delusion that everything is in control here in Happyville.
Now comes the Web.
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I want to ask you a simple question, which is: What is the Web for? It's not a trick question. It's like asking the $100 question on "Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?" What is a telephone for? The answer is B, for calling people. That's all they mean. What are highways for? Highways are for going places. Now, what's the Web for? I haven't heard an answer. I don't know what the Web is for, so why do we see this hockey stick curve of acceptance—the most vertical acceptance line since fire? Why are we rushing to this thing that we have no idea what it's for?
Something deep is going on. There are lots of ways of looking at it, and I think that one of the best is that the Web offers us our voice back. Obviously, it's a connection. We are not on the Web because we want a better shopping experience. That's not why our whole culture stuck its finger in the electrical outlet. We are so incredibly excited about it, and it's not because now we have a shopping mall at home or because we have electronic catalogues instead of those stupid old paper catalogs. That's not what's doing it.
I think that what's doing it is connection. We want to connect with one other, and we want to connect with other people as ourselves. We want to be ourselves and talk like ourselves and be as stupid as we are and use the bad language that we use and make the stupid jokes that we do that represent who we are. The Web lets us do that in a way that we haven't been able to do for 100 years at work. That's why, when we get on the Web, we feel such a sense of liberation. That's why, despite the fact that everybody says they get too much email, I defy you to find somebody who will turn it off. Email is so incredibly exciting. To get email from strangers around the world on topics of shared interest—including flaming messages saying everything you have ever written is a load of shit—even those messages are exciting. To be able to touch so many people and strangers, on topics that you care about, and on the Web you only have to talk about the things you care about. You don't have to hype products or tout stuff you actually gave up on a long time ago. That's very, very exciting, and it's what I think The Cluetrain Manifesto is about. Thanks.
interlude: we interrupt this conversation for a conversation
Mr. Petzinger: There is a kind of vulgar word in consulting—I guess vulgar words are okay tonight—called "operationalize." Let's operationalize The Cluetrain Manifesto. Let's say that you are in an organization, a clueless organization. How does one person . . .
Mr. Locke: Are those two different statements?
Mr. Petzinger: They may be. How does one person, however hyperlinked, however clue-ful, however emailed, begin to turn the giant ship of the organization?
Mr. Weinberger: It's a network, so this is not a Joan of Arc sort of thing, although it may work out that way for some people, unfortunately. It may be a price that you pay. There is not a clear, fine answer to this question, but it's a network, so you make friends, you talk, you tell the truth and you hope that, eventually, either you and your friends spin out of the dastardly organization or it begins to come to its senses. Is that big enough for you?
Mr. Locke: I think I would venture a couple of answers. One is that large organizations . . . I read something in The Economist in February . . . I think it was February of this year, but . . .
Mr. Weinberger: That would have been like last week, Chris.
Mr. Locke: Then I think it was November, okay? Anyway, it had Jack Welch of General Electric on the cover dressed as Che Guevara with a black beret. There is an image for you, but he was evidently doing this thing called Destroy Your Business. I think it's relevant to your question because very large organizations are really not one organization, they are concatenated with lots and lots of little organizations. The pyramidal control is actually getting in the way of those little organizations functioning. I remember in 1992, Welch wrote in the annual report about the Schenectady turbine plant. He said that for 90 years they had been specifying equipment purchases to this group, but if they lived another 90 years they wouldn't really know what they were doing, so they decided to get out of the way. The group started turning in performance that was blowing their minds at corporate, so he thought they should do more of that getting-out-of-the-way thing. That's part of the answer. Another part of it is that some organizations that are more monolithic today may not survive this change.
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Mr. Petzinger: Yes, there is kind of a selection process going on, isn't there? Can I tell you something? In the last six weeks, I'll say, six or seven people at roughly my experience level, that is to say two decades, left the news department of the Wall Street Journal. Walked out. They didn't all go out to jobs like I did. I'm doing a startup, but here is a great news organization and these are people who picked a profession because they had a passion for it; it was all they ever wanted to do. All of a sudden, being inside an organization and not being able to create willy-nilly or experiment willy-nilly . . . we can't do that with the reader; we can't do that with stock prices. I don't want to say it becomes dehumanizing, but it becomes limiting.
Mr. Locke: Well, there are two parts to that, too. One is that it's always felt limiting; it's always felt constraining to creativity. With the Web, however, there is an option now. People have always been turned off by that, and now they are being turned on by something else. There is a sort of magnetism going both ways—they are being pushed out and they are being pulled into the Net opportunity that is beckoning.
Mr. Petzinger: You talk in the book about the idea of craft, that craft became debased in the industrial era. There is this wonderful philosopher of business named Fernando Flores who talks about how in pre-industrial times everything was craft. The farmer worked with the plow animal, he didn't turn it on, right?
Mr. Locke: Plug in your cow. Let's see what this baby can do.
Mr. Petzinger: What did a sailor do? He worked with the wind, right? You governed the things you were involved with, you didn't just click—in the mechanical sense, not the electronic sense. What about this idea of craft? Is it bringing back personal work?
Mr. Locke: This was an insight that came late in the book. The way the book happened was that a bunch of conversations started in December of 1998. We had big phone bills and big email bills for about three months that were almost nonstop, the four of us just vibing on this whole thing. It's an old thing to know that the Industrial Revolution was de-skilling, that it destroyed holistic craft knowledge, that the assembly line broke it down and the division of labor got finer, and finer, and finer. What we flashed on, however, having written all this stuff about the importance of voice and how the Net brings that back, we started realizing that voice and craft were not two separate things. You see this in common language when people "talk shop." There are all of these jokes about talking shop, but the reason people talk shop is that we talk about what we love and what we know—skill and craft. When the industrial age de-skilled people, it silenced them at the same moment.
Mr. Petzinger: You know, I wish I could give the citation off the top of my head, but there is a book, actually a spate of books on the topic of evolutionary psychology. It's all the rage, and the origins of language is also all the rage. There is all of this research that suggests that language emerged only after the hand.
Mr. Locke: Eve Spoke. You turned me on to that book.
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Mr. Petzinger: Eve Spoke: Human Language and Human Evolution by Philip Lieberman, that's right. Only after the hand had evolved to the point where it could engage with some small sophistication in tool-making and tool handling, then comes language. I also know that the earliest forms of written language were essentially business records, right? How many quarts of . . . I guess they didn't call them "quarts" then, did they?
Mr. Locke: How many sheep. They learned to count the legs and divide by four.
Mr. Petzinger: They didn't call it division, though.
Mr. Locke: I got a million of them.
Mr. Petzinger: It only involves the hand kind of tendentiously, and not in a really wonderful way, but it is an extension of being human, isn't it? It's a way to project the voice. As Marshall McLuhan said, media are extensions of man, and our tools are our extensions, rather than us being extensions of them.
Mr. Weinberger: This is an industrial society and will continue to be so.
Mr. Petzinger: Or still an agricultural society, right?
Mr. Weinberger: Right. Just about everything in this room was made in a factory in a de-skilled manner. These are not craft works, well, this name tag actually may be hand lettered, probably it isn't, though, but this table, this glass, these chairs, they are not craft work.
Mr. Petzinger: No offense to our hosts.
Mr. Weinberger: It would be sort of depressing to think that every one of these things was handmade actually. We see this all over the Web—small businesses that are doing hand work, maybe mental handwork, but they are crafting individual products. I think that's very encouraging. It's a nice thing to see, but we are still going to have stuff rolling off the production line.
One of the reasons why de-skilling and the end of craft work brought this enormous silence was that it also killed off the passion. You don't care about what you make; you are a replaceable worker making replaceable products. You actually don't care what the replaceable product is. It's not simply the creativity of craft; it's the passion of craft. It will be interesting to see if companies can get some of the passion back without restoring the individual creativity that would kill the economies of scale that has let our economy boom, and let us sit on these chairs for example.
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Mr. Locke: A quicker way to hit this point, for me, is that we spend our time in cube farms watching the clock. That's what this comes down to, not an intellectual thing about where language came from or the Industrial Revolution. The perceived impact of working in companies or trying to manage companies is what you just said, there is no joy in it. I think that one of the things the Web brings back is joy. What I'm interested in is, how do you make a living at joy? That's what I want to do. That's what I'm doing right now. You are seeing it happen on stage.
Mr. Petzinger: Speaking of joy, you mentioned how the Industrial Age cleaved family and work. Have you ever read The Organization Man?
Mr. Weinberger: I pretend to.
Mr. Petzinger: It's like Ulysses; everybody says they've read it. I mean, it's an unbelievably haunting classic by William H. Whyte written in 1956, and 99% with a straight face, showing how it is in business. Reading that book, it's clear to see how we were brought up in an age to think that family life and work life shall never meet. In fact, it was a statement of pride, "I never let my family life interfere with my work life." Right, and I never let my work life interfere with my family life, and, of course, they were both dysfunctional.
Mr. Locke: For that reason, too, they are separate.
Mr. Petzinger: Exactly. Well, we have a theme this evening about ancient bazaars and Neolithic times. Where does business come from? It comes from the family. It was called the "family farm," right? The kids were involved, and husband and wife were like equal partners. What a concept! Then, in early industrial times, craft times, it was a merchant or a little shopkeeper with junior running around. You can just hear him say, "Don't touch that anvil, it's hot." You mentioned "Take Your Kid To Work Day." Every day is take your daughter to work day at my house, and I'm saying, "Please don't touch daddy's computer right now. I haven't saved that." Not only am I less zany because I know that when a crisis erupts I'm available, but my kids get to see work happening.
Mr. Locke: Do you know, A Pattern Language by Christopher Alexander?
Mr. Petzinger: He is an architect from Berkeley.
Mr. Locke: The book is really worth looking at. It's about architecture and city planning, but from a very human and very enlightened perspective. He talks about how terrible suburban zoning is because you have all of these houses, and what you need instead are houses interspersed with cottage industry so kids, as they are growing up, see people actually doing things. We go off someplace and we might as well be going to prison as far as they know. Little do they know. Then we come back at night, but they never see that.
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Linked to that is something David said in an article: the biggest secret business is trying to hide from the market is that we are human. We are fallible. We make mistakes. We are not perfect. The whole business front is to come on like Superman, and there is something wrong with that. We know there is something wrong with it. Yet even startups, which have the opportunity to do those cottage industries again on the Web—it's not the family farm, but it's the family Web site or something—still try to emulate them. You get your first VC money and start talking like General Motors. Stop that! You have the opportunity not to do that.
Mr. Petzinger: Let me ask you about open source development. This is something that couldn't happen before everybody could talk to everybody. What we have now, with open source, essentially, is global debugging. I wrote a business plan recently—business plans are supposed to be confidential with numbered copies and a signed nondisclosure agreements, right? I emailed mine to everybody I knew. I know I emailed it to you, David.
Mr. Weinberger: End of story.
Mr. Petzinger: That's right, but thanks for all those great insights. I had people debugging my business plan. It's a killer business plan, though I don't mean to advertise. What else, besides Linux, is going to get smarter as a result of the whole world having a piece of it?
Mr. Locke: Many things that we haven't even created categories for. There are all these discussions on the Net, sometimes it sounds bogus even to me—aren't the conversations wonderful. You go out there and it's total freaking chaos. What's wonderful about this? But people do tend to gravitate towards channels of conversation that interest them. All of those flows of conversation, whether it's complexity theory or cat breeding or Javascript development or whatever, all those streams are getting smarter as a result of that interchange. Even if it's not a category you can put a box around, like Linux or Perl.
Mr. Petzinger: You mean a shrink-wrapped box?
Mr. Locke: Kind of, yes, more of a categorical label. We are just generally getting smarter. The whole thing looks like chaos—it doesn't look like anybody is getting smarter—but when you focus down at that micro-market or micro-community level that's emerging . . . well, television never made us smart there. Broadcast never made us smart. It made us know the same vanilla stuff that everybody else knew. This is filled with all kinds of delta points and spikes and stupidity and brilliance, but you start getting smart because you start learning the trick of telling stupidity from brilliance, and that makes you smart.
Mr. Weinberger: If only there was a trick, I would like to master it.
Mr. Locke: Like he is stupid, for instance?
Mr. Weinberger: And he is brilliant, so we have a case right here. It's actually hard to think of many industries that wouldn't benefit from some type of open source development. I mean that. The radical version of it where GM says, "Okay, let's design a car together," is one extreme. GM doesn't have to do that, although it would be pretty darn interesting. However, GM letting people know what they are thinking about doing in a public or even semipublic environment so that they can respond to it and say, "No, that's really stupid" or "Here is a better way of doing it" or "I wouldn't buy that," companies that do that have a couple of competitive advantages. If they do it, other people will follow. That's what a competitive advantage means. Maybe biotech needs to maintain strict secrecy about the molecules they are making, that's one example of the other side, and the military—maybe they don't want to have open source strategy.
Mr. Locke: Open source nukes. I like this.
Mr. Weinberger: Open source weaponry, open source military strategy, maybe they don't want to do that, but it's hard to imagine a place that wouldn't benefit from having some type of conversation with its market about what's going to work. Not only do they have the benefit of talking with people who are going to buy their product later on so that it's more likely to please them, they also bring customers in. They are, in effect, selling people on these products early. They are getting people tied to the product production process while their competitors are holding back waiting to pull the curtain on a finished product that it turns out nobody wants. As more and more companies do this type of open source development I think it will become quite widespread.
Mr. Locke: Let's talk about Ford.
Mr. Petzinger: Henry or Motor Company?
Mr. Locke: Ford Motor Company. In February, and this time I do mean February, Ford announced that it was giving a computer and Internet connections to 350,000 of its employees worldwide. If there was ever a Cluetrain move, boy, that was it. The next day, Delta Airlines announced that it was doing the same thing.
To tell you a little background story, in June, Ogilvy & Mather, J. Walter Thompson, Hill & Knowlton, Alexander Communications and others invited me to New York to talk to the various public relations elements. I met this woman who was the main point of contact here in DC with Ford's Internet group, and she said, "I'm spamming Cluetrain all over these guys and they are digging it. They are really responding to it." A couple months later I got an email from this analyst who said, "I'm at this internal Ford conference and I'm falling asleep. It's endless Powerpoint slides, it's after lunch, I'm fading out and all of a sudden I looked up and there was the Cluetrain home page in this guy's presentation."
Mr. Petzinger: You mean with the animal . . .
Mr. Locke: With the roadkill, yes.
Mr. Petzinger: It was a Ford car.
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Mr. Locke: So we have at least apocryphal evidence that Ford was looking at this stuff very early, and it totally fits with this move that's going to cost them $30 million. When this was reported in the front pages, above the fold, The Washington Post and New York Times talked about the value of the equipment. They talked about how this will be technology savvy for the new work force and blah, blah, blah. None of them said what Ford CEO and President Jac Nasser said when he announced it, that it will basically give them 350,000 ears in the marketplace listening to new trends about what people want in cars. He also said it's bi-directional. In other words, it will be 350,000 voices in the marketplace able to talk not like PR people, but like mechanics or secretaries or whatever they do, and talk about a company that they now love because they got that Berlin Wall out of the way and said, "We trust you. Go out and make sure you are out there and say the right stuff." I think that's cool. What are they, a Fortune 10 company?
Mr. Petzinger: Yes.
Mr. Locke: You can't say I never said anything good about business.
Mr. Petzinger: Even big business.
Mr. Locke: Even big business.
Mr. Petzinger: What's good for Ford is good for . . . no, never mind.
Mr. Locke: Conversation is job one.
Mr. Petzinger: Of course, what Ford didn't announce is the astonishing amount of additional, unpaid productivity it will get from its workers who will now bring work home with them and say to their kids, "Don't touch that computer, Mommy hasn't saved that yet."
Let's move to another subject. Ninety-nine percent of the computers in the world are in Europe and North America, so what happens to the remaining 99% of the world that doesn't have computers?
Mr. Locke: I don't know. Let's keep it that way; it's the only edge we have.
Mr. Weinberger: Chris does not speak for The Cluetrain Manifesto.
Mr. Locke: I think that was RageBoy.
Mr. Weinberger: "RageBoy" is the clinical name for Chris' Tourette's Syndrome.
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Mr. Petzinger: The Wall Street Journal conducted a Millennium Summit along the way to our millennium edition, which I edited. I participated in the Summit, which was a cool event. A question came up about getting the developing world wired, and one of the participants said that the cost of a computer is plunging towards zero, so it's all a matter of economics. Ultimately, chips will become ubiquitous across the planet, and we are going to have computers absolutely everywhere. However, there was no discussion of fuel cell technology or anything like that. What keeps occurring to me is, where are they going to plug them in? Where are you going to jack them into the local telco? What is the local telco, and how many hours a week does it work?
Mr. Locke: Let me take a shot at that because I was on this Washington Post chat this morning and this question comes up frequently—what about the rest of the world? I said, "Well, first of all, Cluetrain doesn't cure cancer or have a solution to nuclear war either."
Mr. Petzinger: You are allowed to answer as an individual.
Mr. Locke: Two points beyond that. One is that we are focusing on the first world in what we are talking about here, clearly, but, if you look at the biggest export of the first world, it's culture. If what we are exporting is the culture of broadcast and the culture of vanilla pablum bullshit advertising—the argument in Jihad Vs. McWorld: How the Planet is Both Falling Apart and Coming Together, a book by Benjamin Barber and Andrea Schulz—it's a great line, too. Personally, I'm for Jihad, but we'll go into that later. If that's our export to the rest of the world, then an international sitcom is going to be the result. It's important what we do here, now.
The other argument is Moore's Law and the falling price of the equipment, but I think the other driver is business. There is a tremendous advantage in having as much of the market online as you possibly can, so part of the answer, possibly, is that if there isn't a telco, we'll build you one. Not just give you the computer, we'll put the infrastructure in and give you electricity. We'll build the dams for you so you can have Internet connections because this is the driver of the world economy and it's to business' advantage to have its market accessible. I think there are some unsuspected effects of this. That's a very optimistic view. The other view is that you can freeze in the dark, but . . .
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the audience: more voices
Mr. Petzinger: We have a number of questions that have come in from the Web, including one from Rajeesh who says, "By engaging in conversations using the Internet, it seems to me that the privacy of individuals will be reduced." This is a perennial argument, just like the one about the developing world, but my personal view is that we kind of have to get over it, but maybe I just don't embarrass easily.
Mr. Weinberger: I have nothing to be ashamed of, so what's the big deal? I think I agree. Part of the answer is in the ongoing political struggle over what is the right amount of privacy balanced against the realistic protections that can be afforded or routed around. That's a really hard problem, and we'll struggle with it as a culture over the next decade or maybe more. There is another issue which is that the Web is changing our notion, not just of privacy, but of the self and what we are being private about. In the meat world, the dirt world, the real world—whichever you prefer—we have a very strict line between our public self and our private self, and we identify our "real" self with the private self. That is completely weird. If anything, it gets it backwards. "I'm most who I am when I'm by myself." We are social creatures, aren't we? Isn't that sort of the point? You get on the Web and you have a totally different type of society with a different type of public.
I'll give you two quick examples. One is that in the real world we stay in one spot pretty much. We live in a place—except for you, Tom, because you keep driving the property values down then you flee—but most of us live in a spot and we generate some consistency. If we are one way during most of our time in this spot—and I will except you from this, Chris—it's very hard for us suddenly to become completely different. People look at you like you are genuinely psychotic. Being in a physical location where we don't move around a lot makes us be more consistent in ourselves. If you get on the Web, you can be a different person in every chat room. You find people who play . . . this is going to come out totally wrong . . .
Mr. Locke: Now let me give you the real answer.
Mr. Weinberger: No, no, no. I have to rephrase the part that I was going to say—they play with their selves on the Web. Not, they play with themselves. So an 18-year-old kid who was in a chat room and talking with somebody from the Columbine High School in December of 1999, I believe, and casually said to a student, "Oh, don't go into school tomorrow because we are going to finish the job we started." This was totally irresponsible. I heard him interviewed on TV and he said something to the effect of, "Well, I'm an actor. I'm in the local stage productions and I was channeling. I was seeing what it would be like to be my favorite actor, John Malkovich, and I had no idea this was going to be taken seriously."
For a moment, I'm going believe this guy because it's such a wacky story—it's really hard to believe this was a good excuse. So here is a kid who is playing with a self. He is trying out different selves and he happened to pick a really, well, let's say, evil one in this situation. It was a pretty hideous thing to do. That's a sense of freedom that you get on the Web that in some ways may be pathological, but it's there and it's one of the things that appeals to people. Chris with RageBoy is, I think, actually a very good example. Maybe a little bit over the top but . . .
Mr. Locke: Yes. Actually, an example of that is that I wrote a review of The Cluetrain Manifesto. You can find it on RageBoy.com, it's called "Clues You Can Lose," and it's a scathing review in which I said that we really didn't need more conversations; we needed an alien intelligence to carpet nuke planet Earth.
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Mr. Weinberger: It's a type of conversation, too.
Mr. Locke: I was just kidding.
Let me speak to the question about privacy. I think it comes down to this adversarial relationship that you very well ranted about up here on the stage, David. There has been this barrage of messaging at people. We don't like that, and there is not a lot of love lost in these relationships.
I am editor-in-chief of a site called personalization.com—disclaimer: I created this for my client Net Perceptions. Come visit. I'm sort of on the firing line of this issue because these are technologies like collaborative filtering and the sort of stuff that Amazon.com uses to say "people who bought this book also bought these other books..." and that CD Now and others use. There is a tremendous concern about privacy abridgement. DoubleClick, right now, is getting sued six ways to Sunday, and there is a great debate about using people's information against their will to target them and do all kinds of stuff. However, you can use the same kind of collaborative filtering information to define these emergent micro-markets that I was talking about earlier. Amazon.com knows who bought your book, Tom, as does Barnes & Noble and some of these other big sites that have been selling your stuff. They know a lot about these communities, but they haven't connected the dots yet. If what we get from companies is "connecting the dots" and facilitating the conversation, there would be far less concern about being targeted for spam and advertising, and maybe the actual possibility of gratitude—"Thanks for introducing me to Tom or Joe or Sally whom I never would have known if you hadn't brought your customers together around what they are clearly interested in." I think that's a better answer, but there is no perfect answer.
Mr. Petzinger: On the theory that nobody is as smart as everybody, I would like to invite folks to come to the microphone and give us a question. Please give us your name and, notwithstanding the fact that you have already heard a few shameless plugs, none from the audience. I guess that's a rule of the house.
Mr. Mandel: I'm Tom Mandel, one of the founders of Caucus Systems, and have been involved with the idea of markets as conversation since meeting Doc Searls, one of my buddies, in 1997. I just want to say that I think RageBoy is probably the best writer on the Internet. If you do not subscribe to his 'zine, please don't because there are too many people who are into it already.
I have a little bit of a problem with what I'm hearing. For one thing I'm hearing a lot of what appears to be nostrums "let's talk to the customer, let's turn customers into friends" and so forth. I would be interested to hear more about what sort of new companies or organizations can respond to these new opportunities we are seeing, especially regarding Chris' idea of the micro-markets.
Mr. Locke: I'm a sort of an abstract thinker, so I always have a hard time coming up with very point-specific examples, but, in the Web micro-markets I mentioned, a few minor industries like news, information and entertainment. There is a lot of money there. Take David's 'zine, the Journal Of The Hyperlinked Organization or my Entropy Gradient Reversals or Tom's Petzinger Report. Right now we have these tiny beginnings of voices, not the sort of global opportunity to speak, but people who are saying specific kinds of things. Think of the beginning of television. The medium evolved and stars came out of it. I think that there are going to be stars in very specific areas. They are never going to get to be the size of Microsoft or Yahoo! or General Motors, but they will support people. If you look at a huge company like Procter & Gamble or IBM, for instance, they spend billions in advertising. Some of these kinds of companies, going quite far down from there, instead of putting out a $30 million media buy, are going to say, "Here are the 100 Web sites that we want to support. We want to be aligned with the audiences that these sites are bringing together because they represent the kind of people we think will be interested in what we are doing." Then the opportunity is not to advertise there, but to go participate. I'm sorry. I can't say that sealing wax and salmon canning are good markets for this, but in general . . .
Mr. Weinberger: Our aim was not to focus on the new opportunities where you could behave like a human being instead of a shithead; the aim was to talk about business in general and business as usual—to point out what we think is the obvious fact that whether you are a Fortune 10 or a fortune gazillion company, you need to make some changes from the way you are doing business, whether it's for sealing wax or it's for toilet paper.
Mr. Mandel: And you do a great job of it, so thank you. One last thing. As far as the fear storms that come from new media like the Columbine message you mentioned, that's nothing new or specific to the Web. I'm sure you all know about Orson Welles and the invasion from Mars when radio first went national. It seems like that might pass as an example. Thanks.
Mr. Locke: Thanks for the EGR plug, too.
Mr. Cooper: I'm Barry Cooper of Cooper Associates. I really enjoy the optimism that I hear tonight, but I wonder what you gentlemen expect to happen when broadband becomes ubiquitous; when the Web and the geeks on the Web are overwhelmed by people who are watching TV and don't know that they are really segmented and marketed to through their soap operas, etc. I'm looking at a "vast Web wasteland" potential.
Mr. Locke: Well, I think there is so much of the broadcast mentality in this question, and I'm not blaming that on you, but I think everybody I have heard talk about broadband is like, "Well, when the big boys arrive . . ." Broadband is just a lot of bandwidth, unless I'm reading it wrong, right? So every time there is a lot of bandwidth, we are going to get a chunk of it, right?
Mr. Petzinger: You mean we, the human beings?
Mr. Locke: We the human beings are going to get some of it, so instead of Hollywood having control of movies, we are going to be doing movies. We are nomadic and we are very flexible. We learn this stuff very quickly, so I don't think there is going to be the lock on the media that has existed within the strictly broadcast world. I think we will be sharing movies with each other and other rich bandwidth stuff.
Mr. Cooper: And you don't think that Madison Avenue will mature and learn how to use the DoubleClick-type technology to manipulate us?
Mr. Weinberger: The Web is an infinite space. It's not like Wal-Mart comes in and drives out all the business from downtown so everything else shrivels up. If AOL Time Warner decides that, in addition to the conversations that AOL has been magnificent at spawning in their chat rooms, this is the opportunity to do broadband broadcast—build a mega-mall with 100,000 stores and 150,000 virtual Starbucks and everybody will come to it—they are just wrong. We may go to it at times. I may go to it for whatever reason. I like broadcast. I watch TV and I also like shopping, so I may go there, but it's not going to take anything away from the rest of the landscape.
Mr. Locke: Here's an example. What about in the command line days when the notion of being able to do graphics and sound was unbelievable. When that happened, people said, the corporate world would take over. Well, guess what took over? The dancing hamsters page.
Ms. Sclarsky: I'm Kimberly Sclarsky, President and founder of 2s2i and my business very much revolves around helping companies understand the conversations that their customers are having currently about their products. What do you think will have to shift for corporations to understand that these conversations taking place are not just rumors, misinformation and gossip? For the most part, that seems to be the perception that large organizations have about what people are talking about online.
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Mr. Petzinger: Because they can't control it.
Ms. Sclarsky: Exactly.
Mr. Weinberger (to Mr. Locke, laughing): Why do you point to me when I don't have anything to say? All those questions, I was ready to jump in.
A couple of those corporations may have to fail, you know?
Mr. Locke: 500. Let's say 500 of them have to fail.
Mr. Petzinger: David said earlier, I'll put it in slightly different terms, that one of the skills we are going to have to evolve in order to live in this era and partake of this cornucopia, is the skill of sorting out fact from fiction. Maybe the big organizations have to recognize that the fiction is going to be part of the story, and that the more stories that get told, the more skillful we are all going to get. That's not going to satisfy a VP of Marketing tomorrow, and it's not going to satisfy one of your clients, but it's probably the reality of where we are headed.
Mr. Locke: I have a great analogy for this. You saw it, Tom, because you covered manufacturing, right? There was this thing in the 1970s and 1980s, this sort of, "duh," the light bulb went off at these large manufacturing organizations. It was called concurrent engineering. Guess what this meant? It meant that the manufacturing engineers and the design engineers should talk to each other. Let's start a journal. Wow! It's just amazing that they should talk to each other at the outset of a project instead of the design engineers working for two years and then showing the manufacturing guys, then the manufacturing guys saying, "You can't build that, I'm sorry." I went to this conference on concurrent engineering and this guy had a chart laying it out. After his talk I said, "What about the shop floor?" He said, "Oh, those guys don't even have college degrees."
This is equivalent to what you are describing about businesses saying, "Well, all that conversation down there, those people don't even have college degrees." Ford, for instance and Motorola and the companies that won the Malcolm Baldrige Award when the Quality movement was real, that was the result of pressure from the global economy and all this competition. The ones who lived through that realized that people on the shop floor had a tremendous amount of knowledge. If they didn't get it, get it fast and incorporate it into what they were doing—what the Japanese were really, really good at—they would die. The inspiration is not ever going to be altruism or doing the right thing, it's going to be terror and paranoia. Go out there and leverage as much terror as you possibly can.
Mr. Alexander: I'm Jeff Alexander. Among other things I'm a graduate student in a department of management science, so how's that for arrogance? Just as the American system of management is a result of the mass production economy, so is our system of education. What happens when you pour The Cluetrain Manifesto from business into the culture of education and academia?
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Mr. Locke: Nuclear war.
Mr. Petzinger: As long as we have those porno filters in place, we'll be okay. Just don't have a class assignment on breast cancer.
Mr. Locke: Actually this is a question that came up many times in the signatory page on the site. One email we've gotten is: why not education or why not government or medicine or a lot of things? One of the reasons we . . . am I buzzing?
Mr. Weinberger: That's just inside you. Nobody else hears that. It's okay, Chris. Keep going.
Mr. Petzinger: He is going to start itching soon.
Mr. Locke: One of the reasons that we went for abstraction in the book is because we are trying to get the principles that are broadly applicable. One of my answers to the question of why not education, besides the fact that education is really stupid, is that business has a lot deeper pockets. It can respond quickly when you leverage the terror. The academy is built on these medieval foundations. They are still trying to come to grips with the Paris Commune.
Mr. Kim: My name is Ed Kim and I'm a founder of AZN Media. If markets are conversations and broadband is coming, when it does come, how will people converse, through video or through text? Is one going to phase out? Is one going to handle the real truth and the other the untruth?
Mr. Locke: I have been hearing for so many years that text is old-fashioned—it's just ASCII. Language is the richest descriptor we have. I have gotten used to . . .
Mr. Petzinger: This is a writer talking.
Mr. Locke: I have gotten used to graphics. I'm not as much of a text elitist as I used to be, but I think that the setup of one versus the other, that once we have lots of pictures we won't really need language anymore... I like to say, "A picture is worth 1,000 words, but it takes 1,200 to describe it."
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Mr. Weinberger: I basically agree with what Chris said. I do think it's because I'm primarily a writer, so I'm very comfortable at a keyboard crafting words. I think that's not the entirety of the universe, however, so who knows? It seems certainly the case—saying "certainly" always indicates that the speaker actually means "I am not at all certain about this"—that there will be people who will put up the $15 video cameras and chat using their visual image. There will be people who prefer avatars and people who prefer typing in messages, and there are going to be people who prefer microphones that translate into text. It's going to be every possible way that human beings like to communicate.
The premise of your question is, and I completely agree with it, that there are huge differences between talking into a camera and typing at a keyboard. It changes the nature of the conversation. There have been studies, that show that's the case. You will see, I believe, a flourishing of every type and they will vary from culture to culture and community to community.
Mr. Petzinger: People still write and people still write snail mail.
Mr. Locke: I don't think we are going to have passive video. I think we are going to have video and movies, but people are going to want to tweak that creatively. They are going to want to play with it. As we have had more movies, have we had fewer reviews? No.
Mr. Kim: Which medium do you think will be closer to the actual act of purchasing and commerce, the text or the video?
Mr. Locke: Who cares? There was a point that was made before by Tom Mandel, or a criticism, saying this was about be nice to your customer, talk to your customer, permission marketing and all that bullshit. That's not what we are talking about. This is not about commerce. What we are talking about is what people do when they get together, which is that they want to talk with each other. If you want to sell stuff, figure out that this is what's going on in this world and learn how to talk. I don't care how you tell me stuff, but if you get in my face, I'm going to turn you off.
Mr. Rubenstein: I'm Herb Rubenstein, President of Growth Strategies. Following that question, what happens when our information appliances and our computers allow us to talk and activate our email and other communications? Do you see any better uses for it after we are able to have more of a voice-activated Web than we have now?
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Mr. Weinberger: Sure. It includes a whole bunch of people who are excluded now because they type with two fingers or they don't have hands. I'm not a big believer that as the unwired world gets wired we should be looking forward to having big desktop machines and QWERTY keyboards. It seems much more likely that over the next five to ten years they will be wired with all sorts of applications and appliances that don't require typing, as well as some that do. The voice stuff is enabling for tons of people, and some people who can type may prefer it. We are inventing types of conversation all the time on the Web, so who knows what people are going to come up with? Avatars have a terrible name, as they should, because it's sort of a science fictiony thing, but it's also a way of displacing yourself. Some people are going to find that extremely attractive. Who knows? Can we see what happens?
Mr. McCall: I'm Nathan McCall of The Adrenaline Group. I'm glad that was asked and I enjoyed a lot of the conversation that's gone on tonight, but I'm a little concerned that usability hasn't been mentioned that much, such as how easily are people going to be able to use this? Where does the human/computer interface factor in?
Mr. Locke: Again, in terms of what we are talking about, it's not how should it be, but how it is. We know that there are a surprising number of people in this medium who came to it despite all the hurdles that already existed, and which were worse a few years ago than they are now. I think things will get easier, but I don't have a tremendous insight into exactly how they should.
I just want to follow up on the question you were glad was asked before. Yes, we all have this ability to be spontaneous and to converse, but I don't think that all of that conversing is equally compelling. One of the reasons for writing is a process called editing, because you don't always get it right the first time. The "audience attracters" for these micro-market communities, which are going to emerge, are going to be extremely well done voices that are not just off the top of the head. You are going to go back over it and make it better. Even if you write stand-up comedy, you don't really get up on the stage and just do it. You probably had six writers in the background.
Mr. Weinberger: Do you see something coming that prompts this question about usability?
Mr. McCall: Ideally, I hope to see, in the current context of E-commerce in particular, that the winner is going to be decided by how easy somebody can find stuff on their Web site.
Mr. Weinberger: I don't believe that. You might well be right, but I don't believe it. That's one of the factors. If I go to a site and it's really hard to use, that's a problem, but I'm also attracted to a site sometimes by price and frequently by the presence of other people with whom I can talk or by word of mouth. One of the reasons why Amazon has done so well is not simply because of the one-click patent—pardon my sarcasm, but there's something worth patenting—but Amazon's also done so well, in part, because I can read reviews from strangers around the world and that's very, very useful. That's conversation, so I'm not sure that I believe ease-of-us alone is compelling.
Ms. Perlmutter: My name is Julie Perlmutter with The Creative Network. My question is served from an anthropological perspective which you make a lot of references to. One of the most meaningful remarks to me was the one about Monitor Lewinski because it refers to a very intimate kind of relationship, one that's very interesting to me with all of these new conversations. Culturally, our country, which is so far ahead in conversation, is suffering the most loneliness and isolation. With all that you've talked about, isn't there also a sort of cocooning through conversations?
Mr. Petzinger: Can I take a stand on that? I'd like to go on record saying that the Internet is not making people lonelier, and computers are not making people lonelier. It's exactly the opposite, but we haven't found the data or haven't found a way to show it yet. There was a recent study which said that average Americans are spending so much time online and having less face-to-face interaction. There was a quote from some guru who said people are involved less with other people because they are spending so much time online. Well, they are not shopping online all of that time; they are talking to other people. I know people who haven't had conversations with other human beings in years, yet they are engaged. They have friends all over the world. Present company excepted. I respect your question.
Mr. Locke: I agree with that, but I also think—this is something I have never really said before in this way—but one of the reasons we are not really sure we want to shut down the broadcast, even though it brings us this endless stream of advertising, is that if you shut off the noise, life is lonely. It hurts in here, and it's very difficult to cross that space. It always has been difficult to cross that space, so you do it in whatever way you can. However, the Net didn't make that loneliness. We have an ability, as human beings, to confront that lonely space we live in, and that's a different kind of thing than the commercial world wants to promote because it doesn't sell the product that fills the hole in your heart.
Mr. Weinberger: It's the same thing for the telephone. I would think that telephones have increased the amount of communication in our culture even though it's a very thin line.
Mr. Locke: Notice that people don't object to telephones using this argument.
Mr. Weinberger: That's what I meant.
Mr. Locke: It's as useful as it is. In other words, if we can't be all singing, all dancing to each other . . .
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Ms. Perlmutter: I'm just saying that I think you have to look at it culturally. You are going all the way back to the Neolithic period and talking about the marketplace, so I think you have to look at all the dimensions of life if you are going to continue in that realm.
Mr. Keith: I'm Paulo Keith of SAIC. I want to explore this issue of online communities, how they would find one another and self-regulate themselves in an organic sense. Back in 1987, only us geeks had accounts and we had the USENET all to ourselves so we could talk about things in a very narrow sense and have very detailed discussions on rendering algorithms without the riffraff eavesdropping. If you fast forward to now, we have AOL chat rooms and Raging Bull stock message boards, but you don't have the ability to self-regulate and exclude troublesome people without having a monitor. It's sort of a sponsored environment, but in real life social cliques, you can self-regulate without a sponsored forum with a den mother.
Mr. Locke: Well, look at what your problem is. The examples you use are Raging Bull and AOL chat rooms. Let's talk about Raging Bull. There are people who are crazy to make fast money, and that's like a lot of people, right? I don't think there has been as steep an increase in people interested in rendering algorithms during the same period. Nobody is going to come bother you. If it is a broad area, like investing and day trading, and all of a sudden it's got a huge perceived upside, it also means there's a big enough audience to make money. That's one way to cut the noise out. You can also have moderators, and you can start getting more specific in talking not just about any kind of stocks, but these kinds of stocks or this specific strategy so that those markets get down smaller and smaller. If you have to have a big discussion, there is going to be more money to have lots of different moderation. For instance, we have talked about Amazon.com a couple of times and the book reviews there. Actually, one of the reasons they are valuable, although this is not perfect because a lot of stuff doesn't end up there, but they do get edited. They get edited by somebody who says oh this is complete trash, I'm not going to put it up. There are mechanisms, including financial mechanisms, that lend themselves to less noise, more signal kinds of discussions.
Mr. Petzinger: Excuse me, but speaking of less noise, our time has clicked to an end, but there is one more order of business, and that is introducing someone who in these parts really needs no introduction, but let's do it anyway. He is many things to many people—entrepreneur, philanthropist, spiritual leader, rabid about anything to do with Cleveland—as someone who grew up in Youngstown, I am rabidly jealous of Cleveland. Hard to imagine, isn't it? Champion of everything entrepreneurial in this region, and our host for this evening, Mario Morino.
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mario morino: the pulse of the market
Thank you. For me, this was like a feast because these gentlemen were talking about something I really believe in. I want to thank them for a great performance and some great knowledge tonight, and to note some synergies—Tom talked about Youngstown, well, my affinity goes deep since, at Ohio University, I think I went to school with every Italian from Boardman. Chris, I share your feelings for Frederick Taylor, and David, I think people who think that life is controllable are really, truly jerks.
If you believe in David's point, you should read Robert Waterman’s book, The Renewal Factor. In the first two chapters he describes how we can no longer define our life in detailed, management terms. The best we can do is to assume that we are going to cross a channel in a sailboat. We have to know what our sailboat can do, what our skills are and where we are going. After that, we are at the mercy of the current and the wind, and we had better be able to adapt in order to get from one side to the other side.
I would like to touch on some things I have seen that will reinforce what was discussed tonight. I can tell by some of the questions that there is, maybe not a disbelief, but certainly a questioning of what I think is a very significant point.
The most significant thing I have observed, certainly in the last 10 years and maybe in my entire technical background, is what has happened in personal communication. Chris described that as people talking to people, and I think we have just begun to tap what this is going to mean to us—not just in terms of commerce, but also how we govern ourselves, how we educate ourselves and how we change our destiny.
I want to share with you what occurred to me in 1993 because I think it's very germane to the points made here. For 30 years of my life, we dealt with corporations and we knew networks cold. Then they were called SNA and X.25 networks, and they were very quasi-hierarchical, even though they were meant to be widespread. I didn't really see the Internet until sometime in 1992. In an attempt to learn what was going on, I went out to talk to people and I traveled all over. I actually went to Billings, Montana, also, but in February. I was that crazy and it was that cold.
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Mr. Petzinger: But it was elk season.
Mr. Morino: It was, but I didn't have a gun. The point I'm getting at is that throughout that year, I kept trying to talk to people about what was happening. I realized that year will go down as being the year of transition. You have to go back to 1993—it was the year Vice President Gore announced the National Information Infrastructure, the Internet hit critical mass, the media went berserk in covering the Net and networking was actually realized in the mainstream through bulletin board systems (BBS) for the first time.
In that 18-month period, my colleague and I actually met over 700 people from all walks of life face-to-face. They knew we had some technology background and would start talking about what they were witnessing. When we heard their stories, we could see something was going on. I always look for what I call "the life force," the sparkle in someone's eye. What that was, in almost every case, was somebody talking about a personal connection made with another human being. By the end of that year, it was obvious that something of enormous proportion was taking place. I mean, my associate and I were technology people. We did email before most people knew what email was, but now people were talking about it in a different context. It hit us in January of 1994 that what was taking place was a fundamental change in how people would communicate. Once you understand that single premise, you know that everything in our life will change as a result. It's only a question of when.
To give you an example of some of the data points that we saw, one was an Alzheimer's network. My dad died of Alzheimer's, and it's important to understanding this point of personal communication. There was a woman who had just been given a computer terminal—she defied all the demographic rules: elderly, female, etc. Her story was so compelling. She told how at 3:00 or 4:00 in the morning, when her husband was awake and bouncing aimlessly around the room, she said, "I have no one to talk to, so I go to that machine they gave me and I type in a message. Generally, someone else out there, a caregiver, another spouse, a sibling or someone whose family member is doing the same thing talks back to me and we get through another night."
That's personal communication.
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It was a mechanic who comes online out of nowhere to help a person fix a car. It was how the freenets were born out of a small network in Cleveland, Ohio, where university doctors talked to their assistants and bypassed all the administrative processes of hospitals. It was about a young disabled person who wrote a message and when his parents came in and asked, "What are you doing?" He replied, "It's incredible; I'm talking to a professor and he is talking to me, and he doesn't know that I'm different." That's what you were hearing about tonight. It's a very personal form of communication, and, once you begin to realize the implications, you know that we are only scratching the surface.
To drive home how real this is, there is a company that you all know very well. Its initials have three letters. I won't go any further than that, but they did a lot of hardware and software for many years. The rumor has it that one of the CEOs lost his job, because of a final straw that broke the camel's back. A debate was raging about the problems inside the company on internal email. Instead of responding back in terms of the informal nature of an email message, this person wrote a corporate-speak memo. In writing a memo, he slapped the face of the company culture. This disconnect may have cost him his job.
If you go back to the point that was raised about cocooning, that concept was developed by Faith Popcorn in the 1980s to characterize a social problem. We are seeing cocooning today, and that's one of the problems. Maybe we are going to be Balkanized, but, on the other hand, let me give you an example from this weekend that I think is anything but cocooning. We lost a friend who died this weekend and we learned about it through another friend who sent an email Friday night. We have since been able to get the word out to a lot of folks, and they, in turn, have been able to get in touch with his family. That's anything but cocooning. It's very deep, personal relationships, and that's what this is about.
When you talk about markets being conversations, yes, that is exactly right, but it is broader than markets. I believe it's about "pulsing." There is no longer a need at any point in a process for any company or organization to ever have to make a decision completely internally again. Whether you are in development or research, whether you are in customer support or sales, it's foolish to think that you have to discuss this in your own conference room. The fact that you can go out to people and say, "Help me. I just found something out. What do you think?" That affects every aspect of our organizations. That's the cultural challenge. Are we big enough, strong enough and do we have the confidence to carry on that dialogue? That's not new to business, but we're now seeing it made possible in a very different way.
top


I love Chris' point about micro-markets. It plucks a thread that is very difficult for a lot of people in today's economy to understand. We see the "gazelles"—companies like Amazon.com and eBay—making those huge numbers. There will still be those kinds of remarkable successes, but there will be other phenomena as well that will change the economic base. One is going to be the return of barter networks. You are seeing it already but, more importantly, let me give you a great example of a good friend of mine named Jean Armour Polly. She is a classic case of somebody who has a craft. Her craft happens to be in how the Internet is used with children. She took it on as a by-product of other work, and now she is called net-mom. She makes a living at home, and she and her husband have a higher quality of life. She is the new economy, folks, and she is never going to be a big corporation, nor does she want to be. But do you know what? Her customers include AOL and Disney, and that's not too shabby for living in upstate New York and enjoying your back yard and the forest. That's the new economy.
The fact that consumers are people is something I don't think the Internet created, although it finally brings it home. Good companies and good groups always understood that. The shame is that we didn't have enough of them. We had too many Frederick Taylor mentalities.
Much lies ahead of us. I'm a tremendous believer that these communities and these conversations are a new form of learning, a new form of innovation and a new form of development, led by people like Howard Rheingold and Chris Locke. We are just beginning to scratch the surface. It's hard to take that knowledge and convert it into cultural settings of radically different mores and beliefs because of the confidence it takes to let our souls go online and talk to people that openly. It's going to take a long time, but I believe this may be the most significant thing we've witnessed. If you accept that, then broadband is irrelevant and video is irrelevant—it's the personal communication. What do you think sells cellular phones and pagers and personal devices? It has nothing to do with getting information; it's your personal communication.
Once again, I'd like to thank Chris, Tom and Dave for bringing us back to what I think are the core elements of what has made the Internet the phenomenon it is, and why it has the enormous potential to change life in a positive way moving forward. Special thanks, also to our co-producer UUNET, to our lead partner, Blackboard and our community partners AOL, Network Solutions, the Staubach Group, Hunton & Williams and Steve Walker & Associates. All are good friends. Thanks to Mary MacPherson, Fran Witzel and the whole netpreneur.org team, and to the volunteers. You have done a great job again. Most of all, thanks to our audience. You bring a lot of excitement, and you are demonstrating why this region is vibrant, exciting and a wonderful place to be at a remarkable point in time. Have a good time and drive home safely.


